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This report describes. the field testing of an ex-
.. ·isting beam-slab bridge· constructed with prestress~d concrete 
·. spread box girders. .The main purpose of. this study was to ex-
' 
~--;,,..-perimen tally investigate the effect. of midspan.diaphragms on 
.. 
distribution of vehicular loads to each of the longitudinal 
beams • The bri.dge was ·_tested first with the . diaphragms in 
,, 
place, and then again after the diaphragms had been removed. 
It was found that the midspan diaphragms did trans-
. : \ 
mit load laterally ... , The distribut{on coefficients and deflec-
,_. 
tions for girders d.irectly under the vehicular loads were 
' . 
slightly reduced by the use of the diaphragms, when .the bridge 
was loaded with one truck. However, ·owing to the compensating 
effects when several lanes were loaded simultaneously, the dis-
tribution factors were not appreciably affected by the use of 
the diaphragms. It was also found that the experimentally 
determined distribution factors for.interior girders were con- . 
• 
-siderably less than the PDH design values, while for exterior 
girders, the experimental values were greater than the design 
"' 
values. 
j, ~- ~- ' • 
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The effect of girder • spacing was studied by • comparing 
the test results with those from the study of another bridge of 
similar construction (Drehersville Bridge 1965) • In addition, 
an evaluation of the applicability of the Guyon-Mas sonnet load 
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l. .· INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
.. 
The first prestressed concrete bri_dge in the United 
·. States, the Walnut Lane Bridge in Philadelphia, was. con~tructed 
··in 1950. . Since ·.that time, has. come a succession of improvements 
·. and ·new. conce·pts that make the growth · of this type of bridge :,f 
possi:Ple. ·. One of the most recent de~elopments was the design 
• .... of the spread , box girder bridges, in which the box . girders are 
spread apart and act compositely with the slab as T-beams • 
. ' 
~- . : .. .'. ; For the spread box girder bridges, current design I :. ··:· -'· 
' .. ' . ' -
. '. . . 
· procedures adopted- by the Pennsylva·n~a Department of Highways 
_are pr~sented in the _PDH Bridge Division Standards ST-200 
through ST-208.1 These standards specify the use of a live 
.. 
load distribution factor of S/5.5 for interior beams, where S 
·is the average girder spacing in feet. This factor is identical 
to that given in .. the AASHO Specifications,2 Section 3, governing 
, the distribution of wheel loads to interior ~teel I-beam string-
ers and prestressed concrete girders, _topped with a concrete 
floor. The distribution of live load for the exterior beams 
is based on the assumption that the slab acts as a simple span 
between girders, in transmitting wheel loads laterally. This 
-3-
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procedure, which is identical to that set forth in the AASHO 
Specifications, is believed to be· .ov~I'!lY conservative. 
~ . 
In 1964, the Structural Concrete Division of the Fritz 
Laboratory, Department of Civil Engineering, at Lehigh· _University, 




' • c· -i 
. beha.vior of bridges of the spread box-beal!l type, and to develop 
design procedure which reflects the actual behavior.· ·. .- :: . ··.;,'· .\ .·._. ' '• 
··1 ·" 
. . 
... : .. · .· ... ~ •' ' .. · . 
,-. ·. 
• • I ; • -~ • -~ ··, • - • ,. ,· < • 
. '- ~ ~ .. ·' 
. ,. :i · .. 
' . ; . ' 
The overall investigation.consists of the field test-
ing of five existing bridges, and a related analytical study. 
In the summer of 196~, the first bridge was tested to serve as 
.. . . ~ ... .- · .. ~. : . 




to study the effects of beam width and skew. Finally, during 
·August 1966, a fifth bridge was tested, particularly in order 
f 
to study the effect of the midspan diaphragms. All of the ex-
perimental data from these five bridges will be used in the de-
velopment of a method of analysis.3 ' 4 ' 6 ' 8 
The u·se and the effect of midspan diaphragms in high-
way bridges is a. somewha.t controversial subject. Their function 
. ' 
is gener~lly believed to aid in the lateral distribution of load, 
and hence, to reduce the deflections and maximum moment carried 
I 
by each individual beam. Current practice, as stated in the 
PDH Bridge Division Standards,1 specifies the use of intermediate 
-4-
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diaphragms for spread box-beam bridges wi.th spans of over 45 feet; · 
Similar requirements are stated in the AASHO Specifications2 for 
other types of concrete bridges. Neither -of the two specifica-
tions provide for revision. of load distribution factors when 
• •·1 I•\ 
- diaphragms are used • .. ','.,·..: 
" 
. . 
_ The purpose of the Philadelphia Bridge study .was to.· 
... ,.--· . . 
. /~ . ·,-1,, . -_' 
! ·, - '. , 
·-·_experimentally investigate the· effect of midspan diaphragms ___ on 
' 
' load distribution. The bridge-was first tested with diaphragms -
in place, and then the same tests were repeated after·-'~the dia- .,0 
phragms had been removed. This report describes the results of 




.. _. . ·: · . 
•; 
. , .:..·i . 
' 
- . ·• 1.2· Previous Research 
.. 
: -·~· -~ '. :. . . ... - .. 
Much of the· description of the previous field work -
was covered in Reports No. 315.l,3 315.2,4 315.4-,6 and 315.5.6 
,~ • I 
' Nearly all of the previous-work contributed in some way to the 
. pli;ing of the field . tests conducted by Lehigh University.· · . 
The testing procedures adopted in the test of the Philadelphia-
- Bridge were based on the following findings foW1d in the Drehers-
ville Bridge studies:3 
. 
' 
l. At least four strain gages should be 
applied to each face of the girder, so 
that the location of the neutral axis 
can be accurately establishedo 
-5-
. . . 
• ~ • J 
/ 
' ~ ' . :, :, .. ) . 
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:2. For testing at crawl speed, the· super-
imposing of single truck loading to 
determine the effects. of multi-truck 
loading is a valid procedure. 
3. 
,.-,-• 
For a synunetrical cross-section, _the 
strain measurements taken with half of 
the girders gaged can be -combined to. 
accurately represent measurements taken 
with all girders gaged. 
.. : ,··_:. 
_,,. ... _.·c 
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· ·-,2. TESTING· 
2.1 Test Bridge 
A_ bridge under construction. near Philadelphia was . · 
selected so that joints between the diaphrag~s and slab coul~ 
·" ~ ' . : .. . . 
be fabricated · to enable diaphragm removal without damage to . ·. , _ .: ·:\, ~ · . 
the slab. This bridge, located on Bristol Road (Le.gislative-.<:.·;::,>:.;.\:'.· 
. ' ~- . 
' ••• .. <, ' 
·~ . . ·, --Route 09006), crossed over .U.S. l, which.is Legislative . - _-' ' ... • ~ . 
Route 281 PAR. The middle span of the three-span bridge, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1, was chosen as the test span. The test 
span was simply supported with a length of 71 feet, 9 inches, 
center-to-.center -of bearings. The skew was 87°. 
' • J ' •• 
I . • 
. . ;. !, :-~ ;. . . ·. . . . . 
' ' 
, ... · ..... 
. . ·. .'_/: . 
. .. 
. •' ·j " .. ·' ... 
,··· '• ·· .. · . •' 
,. ;. ; ' 
' . 
. . ''· -
.·. :, 
·• ~ r .... . 
'.. : \ -~- ... ' .... 
The cross-section of the bridge, as shown in Fig. 2, 
consists of five identical pre~cast prestressed holl·ow box · 
girders, covered with a cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck •. 
I - ~·, r. 
·, -
. . ~ 
. .. 
. ... 
_, ' . 
. ...[ . , 
' , 1- ' 
l '-, • . .~ . • ... , ' • 
The five box girders, which are 48 inches wide and 42 inches 
deep, are equally spaced at 9 feet, 6 inches, center-to-center. 
Cast-in-place concrete diaphragms were initially placed be-
•"t,' , I 
;: 1 . :·· ' ' 
. t ... 
. .. ~. -
· .. 
- "/ ' 
.J • · tween the beams at the ends of the span and at midspan. The · · '. ,'_ .'..- · :··. _:. :> · 
.. · - ' 
( ,·-
: - ... 
' ! 
·• 
diapl1ragms were 10 inches in thickness, while tl1e end dia-
phragms were .... 12 i11,ches. The re inf arced concrete d~ck provides 
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of the slab was 7-1/2 inches. However, measurements taken near 
midspan showed that actual slab thickness varies from 8 o 4. to 
- . 10.3 .inches., with an average of 9.2 inches. The safety curb 
consists of·· a 15-in. wide parapet on top· of a, 33-in. wide curb 
'\ 
', section. The joint between the slab and the curb was a cons·truc-
I • 
·. tion joint with a raked finish.· Vertical reinforcement for the 
curb ··s~ction extended through the joint·. into the slab. . Further 
typical details. are given in the PDH Bridge Division Standards :,r .,:) . 
for prestressed concrete bridges.1 
The girders were designed for AASHO HS 20~44.loading. 
A .distribution factor of S/5.5 = 1.727 ·was used for the interior· 
girders, while the factor of 1.158 was· used for the exterior . 
girders. The impact factor was 0.255. The specified minimum 
28-day cylinder strength. of the girder concrete was 5500 psi. 
Each of the girders was. pre-tensioned with 52-7/16-in. seven-· 
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2.2 Gage Sections and Locations . . ~ .: . . :.·.·-· .. -
. . 
A cross-section,· located 3.55. feet east of midspan., 
was sele~ted f.or strain gage application. Theoretically, maxi-
mum girder moments· would occur at this section as the drive axle 
passed over the section with the load vehicle moving eastward. 
. . 
' .... 
. . ·-'. ._,'.· .. : ' 
• • "t ·, 
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Deflectometers were installed either at the above-mentioned 
maximum moment section, or at ~he east end of t_he test span. · 
-As -shown in -Fig. 5, four strain gages were applied on 
each -side · of each gaged girder. · One was located_ at the bottom 
\ 
-- face; and the others were installed 6 inches, -15 inches, an·a. · 
40 inches, respectively.from the bottom face of the beam.· Of 
the five girders, only Girders A~ B, and-~ were gaged as shown 
in Fig. S. 
One pair of· deflection gages was applied at the edges 
·_ of the bottom face of each gaged beam. The deflectometers at 
-. the east end were clamped close to the pier -cap , face, -with-- suf-, .. 
ficient clearance to allow for anchqr wires. _ 
\' \ 
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2.3 Loading Lanes 
Seven loading lanes were located on the roadway such 
that the centerline of the truck would coincide with a girder 
c~nterline, or ~ centerline of the girder sp·acing. As shown 
_- in Fig. 2, the (?enter lines of the loading lanes were spaced at 
57 inches. When the vehicle was rurining in the two outer' lanes, 
' (Nos. l and 7), the center+ine of a wheel group wa~ located 
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.. ,·,· .• 2.4 Timing and Position Indi~ators 
Three air hoses were·used as position indicators. 
They were placed at the test section, 40 feet east of the test 
section, and at the west end of the middle span, respectively. 
The dtstances were measured along the roadway·centerline, and 
the hoses were placed normal t·o. that centerline. An abrupt off-
set from the oscillograph 1;:race was produced .. as each axle passed 
. ' 
over one of these hoses. The offsets were then used to correlate 
.,_.. the truck position with strain ~alues in the data reduction. - A 
pair ·of timer hoses, 100 feet apart, was used ·to monitor the 
.- • ~I"- .•. · .. 
speed.- of. the t·esting vehicle • A timer was actuated as the· front 
····.""I'. 
·. /: . . ' 
.. 
' ' .~· . 
· axle · of an approaching vehicle .. pas·sed over one; of the timer hoses;: I 
. 
.. 





. ; -,, -- ,· . 2.5 Test Runs .. : 
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a-speed of 2 to 3-mph were considered to .represent the static 
As listed in T.able 1, these test runs were 
. ' 
, ·- loading condition • 
' -
. divided into eigh~ ·sets. Each. set corresponded to a different - . 
combination of three factors: direction, _diaphragm existence, 
. 
and location of deflectometers. Before and. after each set of 
test runs, the gages were calibrated with no load on the bridge 
to relate the deviation of the os'cillograph traces to base val-
' 
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3 • DATA REDUCTION AND EVALUATION 
', 
3~1 Oscillograph Trace Reading 
To begin with, the trace numbers, each of which repre-· 
. 
' . ' ,,.,.-
sented a specific strain gage, were correlated w~th the traces 
· on the test record. The ·correla1;:i9.n was achieved by observing 
~ c!' r,--.. 
I 
the rE:lativeposition of trace breaks on the sixteen active gage 
" 
traces and two inactive reference traces on each of the three 
· oscillograph records from.each test run. This procedure of iden-
0 • 
tifying· the traces on the oscillograph.records was termed edit-




.. - .. , .. 
. ' . 
After ·the editing was completed·, the calibration val- .... s •••• ,.. --~ • -' . ·., ·.' 
' 
1 • ' 
ues.were read.· The trace deviations due to added resistances in 
. '- .. ~ . 
. . 
.. ·. ·; 
'I. 
the Wheatstone bridge circui,:s ·With no truck on the bridge are J ,-, • • • • "f • / 
.' 1 •. -.• . 
•, . 
th~ calibration values. These values were measured with an ac-.., 
· . curacy. of O. 01 inch from the oscillograph traces of the calibra-
tioJ1 runs. For some gages, the calibration values varied slightly 
.during ·a series of test runs. ·. In . those instances, the average 
l 
• ' 
of calibration values immediately preceding and following the ·:~. ·· : ':. ' 
0 e ~ ,• 
test rWls was used. 
-
. ,. ,.. 
After· determining the · calibration va~ues, ·. the trace· 
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readings at the left side of the record were taken. Also taken 
were load readings corresponding to the drive axle passing over 
the test section. The vehicle position was vividly indicated 
by the offset from the os.cillograph trace caused as the drive 
axle hi·t the air hose at the test section. All of the -measure-
ments of these trace readings were made with an accuracy of 
0.01 inch. 
,_ 
.3. 2 Evaluation of Oscillograph Data 
3.2.1 Strains and Deflections 
- . 
.. , ... :- .. 




• :·.strains and deflect~ons, a WIZ computer program, used with a 
· -GE ·22s computer, was written to determine strain coefficients. 
- .The program .input consisted of gage resistance, gage factor, 
lead cable length correction factor, operation attentuation, 
-- .. ',· 
. ", , . 
:,. ' :: ;. 
. . .. . . . 
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and calibration attenuation. Strains· and deflections were cal- , , -
. -
culated by another WIZ program which required strain.coefficients, 
calibration values, load trace readings , no-load trace_ -readings , -
and deflection mul tip~iers as input. The output. of -the computer, 
consisting of strains and deflections, was listed on a prepared· .-· 
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With four strains obtained for each girder face, a._· 
' .. 
, . . , I ' 
· ·•· .·wrz program was written··:to plot the strains along each girder 
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. face. Then, a straight line was .drawn through the_.strain points .. ·· 
to pinpoint poor strain readings. Consistent linear strain dis-
tribution was found, while v.ery few poor strain ·readings were 
discarded in the later . calculation· of neutral axes. 
" 
· ·3.2.2 .· Neutral Axes, Effective Widths, Moment Coefficients 
and Distribution Coefficients 
A. comprehensive computer program, evolved ;from pro-·.·· 
. grams used for the Drehersville B ridg.e, 3 was used to· evaluate .· ·· 
neutral axes, effective slab:widths, moment coefficients, and 
. , 
distribution coefficients in .one operation. The~".input of the 
computer program . consisted primarily of the number of data 
... 
'\ . 
,-:"-' ' ~ ,. 
:·. · .. :'... . 
't' ·~ '., 
... ·. ' : 
·- -~ . . . 
,,, . ' . \ .. 
. .· .. 
,. ' ' 
. . . ' 
.. ;.,. •.' . . 
. . . ' ' . ·~ . : . . 
points to be used,·· the strain for .each·: gage point, the vertical · 
location:. of the gage on the girder' face' constants'. and dimen-
. ,;' 
sions ofi:.the cross-section. 
In the first step, a linear strain . distribution aiong . 
each girder face was fitted by the·met~od of least squares. 
Neutral axes and the fiber strains at the · bottom surfaces of 
. the· girders were calculated on the basis of ·the fitted linear 
,.f'\ 
strain distr.:i.tjutions. With the neutral axes determined, the 
. . ' .. , ' 
. ·, ·-1. ,i" -
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computer program then.calculated effective ·widths of.slab, curb, ef· 
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• 
and parapet by equating the first.moments ·of the compression 
· area and the tension area thereby balancing the compressive and · • 
· tensile forces. Then, .using the previously computed bottom 
fiber strain, the moment carried by.each.of the girders could 
be calculated in terms of the modulus of elasticity of the con-
• 
. crete. The moment coefficient, which was .equal to the moment 
divided by the modulus of elasticity, was use,d to represent the 
moment. carried by :each girder •.. ·In these calculations, full com- · 
posite behavior between the girder, slab,~curb, and parapet was 
assumed. In the case of the exterior girder,.the effective 
width of the _adjacent interior beam extended beyond the midway 
point between the girders, the maximum effective slab width for I . 
the exterior beam: was the portion of the slab left above the 
exterior girder; otherwise, it was limited to h.alf the distance 
between the girder .centerlines. ) 
· The last step of the computer program was to determine 
the percentage of total resisting moment distributed to each 
girder. The dis.tribution coefficient of a girder was equal to 
. . 
~~ the moment·coefficient ·for that girder divided. by the sum of 
·_ ~ -~ 
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I the moment coefficient for all five girders, while_the test ve-
hicle ran in a par~icular lane. Since only Girders A, B, and 
i C were gaged, moment coefficients.for Girders D and E were taken 
·; ·as values from Girders A and B when the truck was located in a 
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symmetric lane on the opposite side of the bridge. For instance, 
the moment coefficients in Girders C, D, and E with the truck 
,, 
running in Lane 1 were equivalent to the ·moment coefficients in 
Girders C, B, and A, respectively, with the truck running in 
Lane 7. A detailed description of the:computer program is in~ 
eluded in Fritz .Engineering Laboratory Report No. 315.5.6 
.·.,, 
,·..:. ·;'·:· :_. i··.: _; · ... ' 
' '' . . ; 
; .. "'!_ 
The effective values of modul.us of ela~ticity.were ob-
tained by equating the externally applied moment to the internal · . 
resisting moment at the cross-section.· 
3.2.3 Distribution. Factors 
Lateral load distribution provided in the AASHO.Speci-
fication2 is expressed in terms of distribution factors. The 
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. distribution factor ·is defined as the fraction of a line of 
wheel loads applied tq a girder in-calculatin~ the live load 
bending moment. ·The AASHO Specifications also specify that for 
,· 
the ·design of girders, the centerline of a wheel or wheel group 
' 
' 
.; shall be assumed to be at least 24 inches from the face of the 
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. · curb •. Moreover, the Specifications state that the lane loadings, . ~ :; .'.' -·. 
' . 
· · . or- standard t;r:'Ucks, shall be assumed to occupy any position wi t.h- ~- >· · 
in their individual design traffic lane whicll will produce the . ',• . 
maximum stress. In order to make the experimen~al load distri- · 
. . 
• bution comparable with the · AASHO provisions, distribution 
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coefficients with the test truck in various. test lanes were su-· 
perimposed to approximate the spec~fied design loading. The 
roadway · of 40 feet of the test bridge · was designed for ·three 
traffic lanes, each having a width.of 13 feet 4 inches. There-
fore, a close .. approximatiori of the AASHO design loading was pro- . 
duced when the trucks were located i~. Lanes 1, 4, and 7. ..The 
-·-
. experimental distribution factor for a girder. was -obtained by 
summing the distributi.on .. coefficients for that girder ~with the 
truck in Lanes 1, ~' and 7, and multiplying by two,.since dis~ 
tribution.factors are. given in terms.of wheel loads rather than 
_ axle loads •. 
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· 4. PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS 
,, 
· q~1 Moment Coefficients 
,·,' .. ,·. 
. " . / ~=,. 
The moment coefficients are presented in Tab·le 2. 
···i 
' . 
Each set .of the values is .headed by loading ::i<e.ys,· :con.sisti11,g of 
a diagram showing· truck location and direction. These· loading 
. ' 
. keys ai;-e widely used in the succeeding presentation. of 'test re- . 
sults. Each of the moment coefficients represents·the moment 
coefficient carried by a particular girder for the designated 
.load lane with the truck location and direction·shown by the 
loading key. Average· values· of two or three sets of test runs 
are used. An experimental value for the modulus of elasticity 
I . 
for each loading lane was determined by dividing the theoret-
ical total moment by the summation.of moment coefficients. 
4.2 Distribution Coefficients 
Distribution coefficients, which are defined as the· . 
percentag.es of total resisting momertt distributed to individ-
ual girders, are presented in Table 3 and Fig. 7-20. Table 3--
lists -the distribution coefficients for the.truck traveling· 
. in. either direction with the diaphragms in place or removed. 
To illustrate·the effect of diaphragms on distribution ', ,'' '\' 
. I 
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coefficients, these values are plotted in Figs~ 7 through 14 • 
Load lane, truck position, and direction of travel are indicated 
by. the loading key. Figures 15 through 20 are influence lines 
for the distribution coefficients. Each curve shows the distri-
bution coefficients for a. particular · girder with the .. truck. in 
various load lanes. 
· ~.3 Distribution Factors 
'. ?. 
,,; ... 
~ i ' \ 
·1 ' • 
' 
: -~ 
- .-~ , . 
' ·. 
., ' 
. i :' 
Distribution factors were determined as explained in 
. . . . :~ 
:·i. 
. / :, .' ·,. -~··. _~ . , ... ~·I , 
,. ' 
. ..·· ·.- :_ · .. 
.. I 
· Section 3. 2. 3 •.. ,The experimental distribution factors ·for the 
bridge with and withot;it diaphragms, as we11· as.PDH design val-· 
ues, are tabulated ~n Tables' 5 and 6, for eastbound and west-
' . ,/ ... , ' 
', .. ·' 
. i . 
.. 
. bound runs, respectively. In the last two columns, :~he ratios 
of experimental value divided by design value are-given. 
~ 
4.4 Design and Experimental Live Load Moments ., 
.. 
~ vivid comparison of the design and experimental 
.· ~ 
moments is shown in Figs. 21 and 22 for.eastbound runs and 
westbound runs, respectively . 
' !', I 
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· · 4-.5 TGirder Deflections and Rotations 
.: ;· .'·.; 
i 
.. j ,·,, 
' i Girder deflections at the test section·are listed in .. 
Tables 9 and 10. Deflections at the ·end of the span are listed.· ·· 
,.·· ' : 
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in Tables 11 and 12. Since only Girders A, B, and C were gaged, 
deflections -for Girders D and E were obtained as deflections for 
A and B when the truck was. located· in a symmetric lane on the 
opposi~e side of the bridge. Similar procedures have been used 






. . . 
Defle··ctions are also plotted in Figs. 23 through 27. Figure 23 . 
. 
., 
is intended to show the relative magnitudes of the deflections ' . 
at the -end as compared with the deflections at the test section._---_--- · 
. ~ (_ 
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- . . bles 13 through 16. 
. . ' 
• ! ., 
' ·, ._ - .. - ' . ~' -
. '. ...... ' ' :. . -. '. ' 
·,,.; ·.· - .· '··... . 
,• ·_ ·.. . 
.. 
- i 
- . ' . ~ l.j..6 Neutral Axes and Transformed Effective Slab Widths,- -- ~_-; 
....... ---
. . ~: '.-. -'-. ~ 
' , .. 
' . ·'··. 
. ' :~ Figure 28 shows typical examples of neutral axis lo-·. - .' ''..· ·, ,· ~' . ;. . . ·.:. .: . ~ 
. , ,.· 
.-. 
. -. .... :··· -cation for various lane loadings. Tables 17 and 18 list trans- -· · 
formed effective slab widths, which are average values·of two 
l....'. • . · ... ' . , . 
·or_. tqree similar test. runs. The effective width of 102 inches, 
. -) ' .• ., . '. . - ' . __ 
~ . - .',,:· 
·, ~. . 
. 
· wh·ich often appe_ars in the values for the exterior girder, is 
the maximum slab width available. ·The -effective slab width 
for the interior girders, in line ·with the provisions of the --
AASHO Specifications, is 114 inches._ 
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS r .. 
5.1 Distribution Coefficients 
Referring to Figs. 7 through 14, comparisons of dis-
tribution coefficients with.and without diaphragms indicate~ 
that the midspan. diaphragms did have an effect on the lateral 
transmission of.single-vehicle loads. As would 'be expected, 
load distribution was more unifo~m·with diaphragms than with--
. out diaphragms. However, the actual variation between the 
distribution coefficients was relatively small for cases with. 
and without diaphragms. 
' .. 
In Figs. 15 through 20, ~nfluence lines for distri- · 
bution coefficients are compared for cases wi.th and without 
. diaphragms. It was observed that with:·· .. diaphragms, influence 
• I 
,._-·,. : '. 
' I ; ~ ,:, ·i_' •, .-: ' 
•··.··· ··.-
... ,_ ·1-4 .': - . 
' . 
. · -.- . 
', ,·· ... 
' ·, . 
. :.i.· 
'.' 
. . . . ~ ' 
. . ,: '~ . ~ .! ' •.•.. 
. .. . ' 
' .. :· .. : . . . .~. ·,. . 
i' · .. 
' .- i· ; . .- .:;' 
. .'" ', ·-: ., 
' ·~ -·i ': •. • • 
.. .' ({ 
' :· 
' ~ . . . . ' 
lines were· less fluctuating than in the case without diaphragms •. .,-. ·:) : ;. 
. . ' 
.. -
··This also indicated the load distribution. effect· of the dia-
phragms •. 
. I The total external moment at the test.section was 
· ... ·greater with the truck traveling eastward than with the. truck · 
,, 
.traveling westward. Comparisons of distribution.coefficients 
.. for the eastbound runs and westbound· runs showed that the ·dis-
tributions of load for the former were slightly less uniform 
· than for the latter. · 
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· 5. 2 .· Distribution Factors 
As shown in Table 4-, the experimental distribution ... 
. 
factors with and without diaphragms appear to be extremely 
. . .~ 
close. This phenomenon resulted from the compen~ation of the 
effects of diaphragms when loads in three test lanes were su-
perimposed.. The design values ~re: also listed in Tables 4- and 
·. ·:· 5 •. It is observ.ed that the design -value _for the interior . .,girders 
:· ~' 
· is substantially-greater than the experimental values, whereas 




. . . 
- . . . , 
. ' ' .. . 
·; _ •• J ••• :_..;. ' ••• '! . 
l . 
· the design value for the exterior girders is less.than the exper-
imental value.s. Consequently, it appears that the design value . · .. "". ' 
. . 
'. 
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. '' -, 
. ~ .· -· 
. ' 
. :, -· ., 
.. for the ·interior -girders. is considerably over-conservative. H .··,.·· .,:· '; 0Ta1,.. · ~- . · · ., : , ·w ~ ;, .. _ ... · .. 
ever, the exterior ~earns are by no. means under-designed, sinci-e' 
in the design procedure, the extra-strength.contributed br the 
curbs and parapets is not -considered. 
. . ... ' . 
. ,· ~ .. -
,; . 
. ·.'·' 
• ~- •• 'i, ,_ • ._. .. . 
. ~· • ·r- . ._'+:···-:_; -: . 
" - J• 
·• - l-. -
- J ~-: ~ . 
- ·. /• . 
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•.-··.-'. _: .... ··. :- '. . . " ··, '-. ' 
By comparing the results of the. Drehersville3 and Phil- ·, . · ,:.· ·· ._ .... ·. 
. .·- . _· , ... ; . 
,-'-. . . ~. , 
... _,. ' ' 
,'. .~ ' . 
adelphia bridges, the effect of girder spacing can be examined. ' . 
• I 
The· Drehersville Bridge also consists of five identical box.;.:.,~.~ 
• 




' ..... - . 
.' -'. ~ I.'- "-• _' ' .. • • 
·.girders, equally spac~d at 7 feet 2 inches. . A comparison of 
distribution factors.for these two bridges is shown in Table 8. .• .; .•. 
' 
· · The ratios of experimental distribution factor t-o design,-values 
for interior·girders are reasonably.close for the two bridges. 
This indicates that the current design metpod for interior gird-
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there is a·considerable variation in the ratios.for the exterior 
girders.. Therefore, the design method for estimating distribu-




·. S.3 Comparison of Design and Expe.rimental Live Load Moments 
A compa)rison of the d-esign and experimental live load· 
· moments is shown in Figs. 21 and 22. It.is clearly shown in 
Fig. 21 that the effects of the diaphragms on girder moments 
were compensating. when truck loads in Lanes 1, 4, and 7 were 
superimposed. Consequently, ex·tremely ··close : experimental live . 
' .. 
. ,' • • ' ~ ! 




·· J , .· load moments were obtained for the bridge with and without mid-
; . 
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span diaphragms. 
is not necessary. 
There.fore, it appears that the use of diaphragms 
·:_ ·1 
.. 
For exterior girders, the ratio. of experimental mo-
., 
ment to design moment is greater than one. This does not mean 
tha~,the girders were over-stressed under design loading since 
'· tl . ' ' . . 
the ~trength · contributed by the curbs and parapets was not con~ 
sidered in. the design · of exte.rior gi~ders. For the interior 
girders, the ratios·range from 0.657 to ·0.672, which consist-
ently. indicate· that the interior .girder ·is over-designed •. 
. 
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5.4 Girder Deflections and Rotations 
-Gird_er deflections were quite small. The maximum de-
'·f 
fleet.ion measured at the test section was only 0.115 inch, while 
the maximum deflection measured at the end was 0.0117 inch. The 
\ deflections at the end were very small in. ·comparison with the de-
flections at the test section, as shoWil in Fig. 23. Figures 24-
through 27 show that defle9tions, both at.the test section and 
· · at the .end, for girders directly tmder the truck load, were 
. ' 
.slightly reduced by the use of the·midspan.diaphragms. 
Girder rotations at the test section were extremely 
. .. ' .. 
\,: 
; ., . '·-·.' : . 
. . 
· .•.. ~- ;i ; ' ~ ' . ,_ •, . . 
.,·· ... · ,_ 
···.·.··small; the. rotations at the end were even smaller. A comparison · 
f . 
• 
of the girder rotations with and without diaphragms inqicates ' - . . ' . ~'- . ' ·'. . '. . -· 
. ; .:, that the rotations were affected by· the use of diaphragms, .but 
,. ' . ' -. 
•: J •• 
. '· . , ;.- . .,._~ . . ... 
·t ' ·. -- ~ \. ~ '.';.... ' .... 
no apparent definite incre.ase or . decrease : can be observed. 
'. I 
,, 
.;· 5 .s Strains, Neutral Axes, and Transformed Effective Slab Widths 
Plots of strains along the side .. faces of interior 
· girders consistently indicated a _linear relationship of s·train·s 
. . . 
_• ' T • • '. • • '\ ~ 
·:· It'; 
..... 
" 'o - ' • C 
. . 
.. . . ' 
~- l ,._ • . 
. ' ~ . . .. . 
: : : . . . '-' . '. ' 
- ... -· '·. 
! i" • " . ·, ' 
-, - ~ 
. -~ ' -~, . 
. ' ~·. 
'-,., . - .· . 
t : ...... _ , 
.,. 
·} ·• .; along. the girder . faces and into the deck. Figure 29 is a typ-
:..·'.: 
·.· ical example of the plots.· Similar plots f o·r the exterior gird-
.ers showed that· ·the linear strain relationship also existed along 
·the girder faces and µp to the curb sections, while relatively 
I •. 
... -
. ·_· ', -:· ·. 
( 
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low strains were found in the parapets. Figure 30 is a repre-
sentative plot of the strains for the exterior girder. It is 
concluded that full composite action.existed between the girder, 
.. slab, and curb; while only partial composite action occurred be-
. . 
·tween -the .curb and .the parapet. 
Figure- 28·shows. typi~l·examples· of·neutral axis lo-
cations for various lane loadings. It was found that the neutral· 
. axis of the ·girder tended to inc.line when the load was not ap-
plied directly above the girder. The inclination of the neutral· 
·, , 
axis indicated the occurrence of biaxial bending·. in the girders. 
The vertical location of t]:ie peutral axes with respect to the 
bottom girder face also shifted slightly. In general, the loca-· 
' 
tion was highest when the truck was positioned directly above 
. . -- .. 
. :, 
.' ·,· ~ . . ' _., . , 
the girder, ·and progressively lower as the truck transferred to,.::·: _·.:}: ;' 
· .. , . ;': 
· _ · lanes farther away from the girder. 
,I' 
Tables 17 and 18 list transformed effective slab 
wid.ths. The values listed are averages of two or three iden- · 
tical rlllls. There is.some·variation between.identical runs, 
especially when the girder strains are small. The variation 
. ·is primarily due to the sensitivity of the computed effective 
·slab width to small changes in neutral axis location, and 
··., 
the neutral axis location ca.Tlllot be accurately.computed when 
the girder strains are relatively:small. Fortunately, moment 
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... ,u_ u . ._ 
. coefficients are in good agreement for identical· ·''rUils. · This in-
dicates that the moment coefficients are relatively insensitive. 
to the variation· of transformed .effective slab widths. 
· . 5.6 Comparison of Test Results and G·uyon-Massonnet Load Dis-
tribution Theory 
One of the best known analytical methods for beam-slab 
·.; type and· grid ·type bridges is the. Guyon-Massonnet method. The 
. 
method was first developed by M. Y. Guyon10 for the case of zero 
· ·torsional stiffness of the ·supporting .members, and was further 
.. developed and extended to the case of torsionally stiff members· 
by. C. ·Massonnet.11 ' 12. In order to evaluate the applicability 
. ' 
·· .· .· .. : · of this ·method to the· spread box-girder type of bridges, a com-
~ - '. . .· 
.. parison· was made between the Guyon-Massonnet theory and the· test 
results •. 
•· 
. ' ·,· 
. ; .. ' ~: . . .. 
· The theory is based on the following two asijumptions: 
" ,J 
,-
' ·•· 1. The actual bridge may be replaced by an 
. . ' . ~ ." '. ' 
: .. ' .· ' ' 
.equivalent orthotropic plate which has. 
the same average flexural and torsional 
stiffnes.s as the actual bridge. 
. :, :, . 
.· ;_·. ', . 
' 
. ·.' 
. - - ', ~ . 
' ' 
·. -· ... -; 
·2. . The actual wheel loads are assumed to be 
distributed sinusoidally along the length· 
' ; , . 





I ' , 
' l ' 
' . 
of the bridge. Massonnet reasons that 
this loading is more repr~sentative of 
the actual distribution of truck wheel 
loads arranged on the bridge to produce 
-25-
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j ·, .·' 
. 't ' : 
.. · ,, : . •, 
· · . ·. maximum moment, than would be either 
· uniform loading or concentrated loads.· 
Owing to these assumptions, the method · 
.·. yields the same distributiqn coefficients·-
for ·bending moments and deflections in 
the longitudinal girders. A detailed 
description of the theory is contained 
. 
in Refs. 7, 8, ~d 9. 
.. 
·rn this report, the theoretical distribution coeffi-
. ciehts are compared with. experimen.tal ·distribution coefficients 
. ' for both moments and deflections. The distribution coefficient 
for moments has been -aef-ined in Section 3.2.2. The distribution 




of the vertical deflection.of a.girder to the sum of the deflec-
. ' "! .. 
. -·., .. 
. tions of all .fiv~ girders. Two diffi~ulties were encountered in 
- applying the theory. to the Philadelphia Bridge. . First, the ef'~ 
' ....... ~·-· . ' 
.• 
,;._ . 
.. . · ... 
... 
. ·., . 
. . . / 
. 
.. 
· feet of the curbs and parapets was difficult to take into account •. _:··_·: 
.,. 
.. ·Second, the effective slab width for the midspan diaphragms could ·, ·· 
-·· _ not. be accurately estimated. In the · calculations included in this 
report, the curb and parapet effect is considered ·only in deter-
mining the effective bridge width. In the Berwick Bridge study,6 
strains measured in the diaphragms indicated that the neutral 
axes of the midspan· diaphragrffs varied around the vicinity of the · · · · 
·· ··joints between the diaphragms and the ·slab. Therefore, the· ef-
fective slab width for the diaphragms was estimated by assuming 
,· 
-26-~ ', ' ' 
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,· 
that the neutral axis was located at the joint.· In addition, 
other effective slab widths for· the diaphragms were assumed. It 
-
- - -
. . . . . -·- . 
~-·· 
was found that the resulting distribution.coefficients were rela--
tively insensitive to the effective slab width .assumed. 
. : , ,I 
< 
. , . 




.bution factors by the Guyon-Massonnet theory are listed in Ta:~ 
.• -bles 4 and 7, respectively. . A comparison of experimentally de-. 
termined distribution coefficients with the theoretical values 
,· 
' ... •·. 
· · is presented for the bridge ·wit}) diaphragms in Figs. 31 to 34, . :· ' ' . ~ . -~ . . . . , , 
· -and in Figs.• 3~ to 3·8 for the bridge with out diaphragms. · Fig- · · 
- '.._. '~- ,· ·.:. ' 
. . 
: ' ' . . ures 39 ·through 44 present the comparison in the form of influ-
•• \ ,_, I • 
., 
-.._ 
' ... - ···, ·._ 
. ' ence lines. It can·be seen .that· the theoretical distribution -•••• 1 .. ·• .• 
coefficients ar-e in fair agreement with the experimental values 
for deflections, but are not as consisterit with the experimental 
distribution coefficients for moments. -~
1
his disagreement arose 
., 
from the fact that the extra stiffness in the interior beams, 
contributed by the curbs and parapets, created some difficulty 
in replacing the actual structure by. a uniform orthotropic plate •.. 
As shown in Table 7, a comparison of the distribution factors 
based on the Guyon-Massonnet theory with those determined from 
the experimental values indicates that the theory can give only· .· 
a fair . estimation. of the distribution factors. · . 
. ~/J 
.- ,. ( · . 
. i , . 
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SUMrvIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The main. objective of the Philadelphia Bridge study 
J~ experimentally investigate the effects of midspan dia-
phragms on load distribution. in highway bridges constructed 
' • A. 
. with P?,:'estressed concrete box girders.. A ·secondary objective 
• 
·· .. is to provide part of the ·experimental data needed in the. de-
velopment of a reasonable design procedure ·which -closely re- . · .· 





This report presents the results of the field test 
. of an existing bridge located near Philadelphia. The bridge.·· 
was first tested with' midspan diaphragms, and then the same 
te~ts were repeated after the diaphragms had been removed. 




- . ·, .. -
. -. '. 
. l 
' .. ,- . . . ~ . . , 
The cross-section· of the bridge_ consists· of five identical ., ,-. · 
I 
. ·.··· ·-.I 1 
.1 . 
. ·n. 
precast prestressed concrete box girders, a composite cast-
. '' -- ' 
.. . 
·., in-place reinforced concpete deck, and reinforced concrete 
curbs and parapets. Strai~ gages were applied at a test sec-· 
tion wl1ere maximum 1nomen·1:s would occur as tl1e drive axle of 
the test truck passed over the section. Deflectometers were 
installed either at the test section, or at the-east end of. 
-28- ,,, 
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the test span. A truck simulating AASHO HS 20-44 loading was 
used as the test.vehicle. All of the tests were conducted with 
the test vehicle m·oving at crawl spe.ed, in seven loading lanes. 
Strain and deflection measurements were recorded with continuous 
recording equipment provided and operated by .the U.S. Bureau of 
Public Roads. 
The data recorded in the · field was reduced to strains 
- . i 
and deflections. From.the strains, moment coefficients, experi-
mental live· load moments, distribution. coefficients, distribution 





. ·.. ·-'. :· ' 
. factors,·· and effective slab widths were determined. An . evalua- ; ·· 
tion of the.effects of midspan.diaphragms was made by.comparing 
the test results for the cases with diaphragms in place.and with 
diaphragms removed. A. comparison of the test results with those 
from the Drehersville Bridge was made. 
In an. evaluation of the appl·icability of. the .. -Guyon-
· Massonnet theory to spread box-girder bridges, experimentally 
·determined distribution coefficients for moment and deflection 
were compared with theoretical values. The distribution fac-· · 
tors fo.r moments developed from these coefficients, as. compare<f, _ 
with values based on field test results, ranged from 5· to 15% 
on the low side for exterior beams, and from 4 to 15% on-the 
high side for interior beams. 
·, ', ' 
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. 6. 2 · Conclusions 
The following conclusions were made based on the .test ·· · 
re.sults. of the field study of the Ph;i.ladelphia Bridge. 
.· r· .. 
l. The diaphZ1agm1 did t11ansmit loads 
laterally, but owing to compensating 
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··,. _·. -
·the experimentally determined distribution 
factors were not appreciably affected. 
Based on the testing of the Philadelphia 
Bridge, the necessity of the use of mid-
span diaphragms is questionable. 
J 
. ... 
., :, . , 
- . \ ·, ~ 
•• ,·: 4 : 
. ':-.··. . 
/~: ;: :· 2. The deflections of the girders directly . ·, :·,. r_c,:. - ' - ·, '".· -... '· 
' . 
'. ,- (, ' 
'., 
; ; - . 
under the truck load were slightly re-
duced by the use of the diaphragms • 
":"·_ . . . . . ,· ' .. 
1 •• 1 -~·--
, ' ·. 
,' 
. . . ', . 
. -,. . . . 
. _ ,, .. 
. - ' -
_,·' \- -•. · '· i·\ ... 
•/. . 
.. • 
I ·" •. ,. • 4• 0 
' -
t. . ~ I l _ , •, 
. '. 
. • /! 
.•,. I ', 
3. The distribution factors currently uti-
lized in .the PDH Bridge ·Division Standards 
did not adequately reflect the actual load 
distribution in the bridge. For interior 
girders, the .,experimental distribution fac-
; ' 
. :_ /. ' 
• ! ··-. 
• ' :, ' ' : • " { I • " 
._ ' ' . . ,·•: .- ·, 
~. . .. ~~-~· /:-:.~:- - .... 
; . •. ,· ::-~· . ' : ' 
l ~- • •• " .: ... , .: i •••• 
. . . 
., .. ·.' '.·· 
. ;, .· ,· .. · ,·_ <'.: .... · .... 
', . ' .. ,',I 
·. • ,J. 
.- , . "··. . . .. 
. I . . 
. tor was considerably less than the PDH design 
. · value ; while the experimental value for ex- -=-
terior girders ~as .greater thari the design 
· ·va.lue. 
. . 
4. It ·would be.desirable to .include the effeets 
· .··, of at least the curbs in future· design pro-
cedures. 
S. The current distribution.factor .for interior 
girders reasonably reflects the influence of 
-30-
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girder spacing on distributiort factors, 
·although the experimentally determined 
values were considerably less than design· 
values. However, the design method for· 
estimating distribution factors for ex-
.. 
terior girders does not yield a satis-· . .' .,-~ 
factory representation. 
The distribution based on the Guyon-
Massonnet theory was a fair qualitative 
representation- of distribution coeffi-
cients for individual runs of the test 
vehicle and for the influence lines. 
However, the combination of these val-
.. 
ues to form distribution factor~ yielded 
values which did not adequately reflect 
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.. ·· · 8 • . · APPENDIX 
. . 
.. ' 
· ·-' ·· 8.1 Instrumentation 
. ' 
_' ' 
- "1 • 
All strain gages used in the testing·were of the· SR-4· 
electrical resis.tance type manufactured by ·the Baldwin-Lima-
. :· 
1Hamilton Corporation. I:Qitially, each gage ·location was ground 
r· -
smooth, cleaned with acetone, and sealed with diluted SR-~ ce-
ment. The strain gages were then moW1ted with uridiluted SR-11-
. cement after the initial coat ~ad qured. Gages applied to the 
· rain-exposed surfaces of the roadway,.curb, and parapet were 
waterproofed. 
.. 
Each deflectometer consisted of strain gages bonded· 
.. 
· .· ... · __ to a. flexible, triangular aluminum plate. The aluminum plate 
. ·, I 
•• 'I 
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·, 
. h, ' . 
' : \ ·. -
.. ' . 
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i Cl 
face of a ._girder. The apex of the plate was connected· by a· 
wi.re to a weight resting on the grolllld. The wire was adjusted 
. f d ddfl. h 1 Ehdfl to impose a. ownwar e ection on t e pate. ac e ec-
tometer was.calibrated so that ·changes of flexural strain in 
the plate, occurring when the girder deflected, could be con- , .·.· 
verted to deflections. Gird.er rotations were measured by 
using two deflectometers mounted on the two edges of the bot-
tom surf ace of a . girder as · shown in Fig. · ~-. 
'" I • • 
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Corresponding to each active strain gage and def.hec·-
tion gage, temperature compensation gages were located near each 
gage location. Each-active gage and temperature·compensation 
gage was connected to one of the· 48 channels of monitoring equip-
ment in the equipment trailer provided by the Bureau of Public 
Roads. Each-channel.formed a Wheatstone bridge composed of an 
active gage, tempe·rature -compensating gage,_ power supply, _ am-
' 
·· plifier., oscillator, and galvanometer."' As the galvanometer re- _--
. _·. -sponded to the changes in resistance of the active strain gage, 
. thin-line traces produced by.beams of light were.recorded on 
,. 
' ~ . ~ ' . 
. ~ .. -· . 
' . '< 
. ' . 
. ~- ' .. -
r 
. . . . 
.. '! 
. light-sensitive oscillograph paper. Three variable-speed re-
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· · . 8. 2 Test Vehicle • : ·:.,· '.. ·,, 
. ; ·. '~ '~ 
. ' 
• ' .l 
. ~ 
The vehicle used for testing was a diesel-powered 
tractor and-semi-trailer provided by the Bureau of Public Roads. 
The truck was loaded with. crushed stone to approximate the AASHO .. 
· HS 20-44 design .~oading •2 A photograph of the test vehicle, 
along with the wheel spacings and axle loads·is shown.in Fig. 6. 
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Table 1 Listing of Test Runs 
· Dire.ction Diaphragms Position of Deflectometers 
' .. . 
.west In At Test Section 
· ·East In At Test Section 
I • West In At End uJ 
""' East In- . At End I . 
West Out At End 
East Out At End • 
East Out At Test Section 
West Out At Test Section 
. 








.1 through 7 
l through 7 
1 through 7 
1 through 7 
l through 7 
-1 through 7· 
1 through 7 
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Midspan Diaphragms in Place 
GIRDER 
~A B C D E 
---. East 
\ 
T.M.* = 951.3 (kip-ft) 
' 
78.6 50.4 26.l 14.4 8.1 
50.3 54.9 33.0 20.6 13 .• 3 36.9 48.6 43.0 26.5 17.9 
26.4 · 35.8 47.2 35.8 26.4 
West 
T.M.* = 902.9 (kip-ft) 
66.3 4-6.8 24-.4- 12.8 8.2 
46 .·3 51.3 31.0 17.7 11.4-
33.3 44.3 lJ-0. 8 25.4 l.7. 3 
23.4 33.5 '-1-7.3 33.5 23.4 
. 
. 















· Midspan Diaphragms Removed· 
GIRDER Modulus of 
· E · · · Elasticity A B C D 
-(l.08 psi) 
--· East 
·T.M.* = 951.3 •, T • (kip-ft) 
89.4- 56.1 24.8 1.3 .1 ll.6 4.88 53.6 63.9 35.6 1.6 ~s . 10.8 5.27 36.6 ·55 .9 49.5 25.4 16.1 5.16 · . ' 21.7 37.0 56.8 37.0 21.7 5 .lf.6 
West . 
· T.M.* = 902.9 (kip-ft) . 
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Table 3 Distribution Coe~ficients 
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Lane 1 38.17 
Lane 2 I 30.52 
Lane 3 23. 5~1 
Lane"4 17 .3· 
< 
A 
Lane 1 40.20 
Lane 2 28~66 
Lane 3 .19.17 
Lane 4 l.2.10 
Girder Moment 
= - (100) · Girder Deflection - ---------------
.E Girder Moments; -. E G~rder Deflections 
_Midspan Diaphragms·in Place 
-. GIRDER 
-B -C 
~ ' , D E 
29.16 ·19.28 10.38 2.22 
27.37 21.65 l.ll-. 24 6.58 
24.66 23. lf.O 18.00 11.68 
21.52 24.00 21.52 17.33 
. Midspa·n Diaphragms Removed 
. GIRDER 
.. 
B C .D E 
I 
32.60 ·11.21 7.19 2.56 
3lt-.28 23.96 :ll.04 4.08 
30.08 30.08 17.10 7.16 
. , 
23.87 32.08 23.87 12.10 
• 
• 













· 103 .59 
·lOLl-.02 
-, ·.'. . .. 
~-~: .. - ' 
: -.:t -.·. · .. 
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- -Experimental Distr. Factor 
With Without -Girder Diaphragms Diaphragms 
-
. 
I A 1.283 1.286 
-
-




s s C 
-1.140 1.160 8.33 8.19 






. . \'. · .. - ' - . . . 
_ Expe'.rimental ' .. .. . -
· -Design 
-· 
PDH Design With - Without I .. 
_Value Diaphragms Diaphragm~ 
C 
- 1.158 l. .. 108 1.111 . 
' . 
. . - , 
-· 
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Experimental ., .. ~ . Experimental Distr. Factor 
~"' Des~gn ·. 
With Without PDH Design With ' Without Girder Diaphragms Diaphragms Value Diaphragms Diaphragms_ 
-
.-










-c 1.202 s 1.217 s 1. 727 s 0.696 o. 704 7.90 7.80 5.5 
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Table 8 Comparison of Distribution Factors 
. 
for DrehersvU1e Bridge _and Philadelphia Bridge 
-
'-
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' I • .Drehersville 7'-2 1.13 0.81 1.393 0.85 1.30 0.654 0.69 1.30 0.53 . 
-· 
. . 
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Table 9 Girder Deflections. at Test Section, With Diaphragms .in Place 
. . (All values in inches) 




0.108 0.105 0.093 0.080 0.058 0.045 0.032 0.024· 
. . E.· 
.· . ~ 
0.015 0.,.011 0.078 0.-083 0.090 0.086 • 0.068 0.056 0.041 0.033 • 0 .021 0.016 0.055 0.061 0.076 l 0.082 0.076 0.068 0.055 0.04.S, 
' 













.. Lane 2 
La11e 3 
r Lane.· 4 
-I= 
a, 
. I -, 






,. .. ~ '. 
. . 
.. 




. Table 10 Girder Deflections at Test Section, With Diaphragms·Removed 
(Al.1 values in inches) 
t 
A B .C D ·. · .. E • 
• 
. - ... 
r--
, 
0.115 0.113 0.097 0.082 0.059 0 .04-6 0.028 0.022 ·0.013 0.077 0.084- 0.097 0.094 0.077 0.063 0.037 0.029 0.018 





0.099 0.098 0.087 0.075 0.054- 0.041 0.024- 0.018 ·0.011 0.068 0.075 0.087 0.088 0.076 0.060 0.039 0.029 0.018. 0.045 0.053 0.072 0.085 0.089 0.076 0.049 0.037 0.023 0.031 0.036 0.054 ·. 0.068 0.092 0.092 0.068 0.054- 0.036 














. ~ . 
~ .· 





- Lane 1 0.0093 0.0052 
Lane 2 0 .0044 0.0054 
Lane 3 0.0010 0.0034-






Lane 1 - 0.0101 0.0075 
-Lane 2 0.0052 0.0079 
Lane 3 0.0008 0.0035 
Lane 4 -0.0008 0.0016 
• 
__ - <., _--
- I 
Girder Deflections at EnQ; With Diaphragms in Place 












































,~--.------·-- ·-·•• ,•-••-•-- ---~. ,·,-'----·--~---• -··-~~»•• -~---•---·-·-- • -·-~-~-.--K 
b 
.. _ 






0 .0049 0.0019 
0.0029 -O.OOQ4 
0.0064- 0.0016 
. -. ~ 
- -. -- -"'- . - . . - -.. 
E 
-
0.0005 --o .0015 
O.OOlll-. -0.0008 
0.0028 0.0002 
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Table 12 Girder Deflections at Enq, With Diaphragma Removed 
(All v~lues in inches) 
•• 
t 
GIRDER A B C n· 
East 
• ~ .. 
Lane 1 0.0081 0 .. 0065 0.0091 0.0037 0.0055 ·0.0006 0 .·0020 
-0.0001 Lane 2 0.0015 0 .0056· 0.0068 0.0058 0.0064- 0 .-0008 o·.002a 0 .0001. 
· Lane 3 0.0006 0 .0045 .o .0042 0.0081 0.0077 0.0032 0 .OOLi7 . 0 •. 0015 Lane 4 
-0.0013 0~0011 0.0013 0.0064- 0.0044 0.004-4- 0.0064- 0.0013 






. \ . 
0 ... 0007 Lane 1 0.0092 0.0098 --~0.0117 0.0050 0.0056 0.0023 0.0003 Lane 2- o· .0016 0.0069 0.0100 0.0099 0.0082 0~0012 0.0031 0.0002 
·Lane 3 
-0.0010 0.0037 0.0053 0.0112 0.0104 0.0036 0.0055 0.0009 Lane 4 














.. . : 
c.O .0011 . 0 .000.5 
0.0008 
-0.0004 
0.0017 -0.0003 · -
0.0024 -0 .0005 · 
. 
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.. · · ___ Table 13 Girder Rotations at Test Section, With Midspan D.j.aphragms in Place . ' . 




--~ . - '. _: .· . . ' .. ,' 
.. ·~ 
. - • s;:- . 
- '. - - ~ . .·_ ':' :· :_ ' -: ' 
. , . .'.·· . · : . ·_. _:-. --·G1·· RDER · 
. -- ... '• ·' -. 
. '··,, ... - . -- : . 
: . . . 
.. . _: ·; _>~ :~---~~- -~ .. -·' 
. . 
. . -·. 
. :~. '.. • . '..... • 1' ·.: .: : • • . ·· .. ·:.. ,.. , .. · .·, ..., 
·-. . -
f ~ • 
-B 
. . - . . 
- . . 
. 
' . ' .: . 
-· 
. ~ . -. 
.. 
·.' .c - . · ..... . ·A .- ·. ':,; .,..:-.- -·.-·.-·.A 
,I • : • ' • • • •. :. ' · •• 
. . . _, . .• . . . ;t "'. --. ::,: '. . . .::; . : ·. .. ,_· ... , 
. . 
.. . . _·.·· ..... ---
. . . 
' • > - ' : ... .. "!: }:'~ - .·•: •. .'- -, . ;. . t~ ··,_. ' - .·. 
.:"' • • I ~ • ' ' ..,. 
. .: ·. .. - . 
. '·. ' -- ... 
' . . 
. ,• .. -.'~ 
West 
,• .· .. - . . .·. - . 
. :··. 
. " ~ 
. .. . _ 
. ' 
-" 
. - . ' 
. .-
'~ • 1 
.- ' I 
,. .-
"' . 
·-, .. ,Lane 
-1 .:...0.000068 
-0~000274 -0~000165 -0.000046 
. . . . . ~ 
. . 
i. ' . 
, 
~d~.000092 Lane 2 +0.000097 
-0 •. 000163 +0.000146 
Lane 3 
' : : ~ 
+Q.000127 +0.000125 -0.000018 +0.000142 ..... 
Lane 4 +O .000141 +0\.000196 +0.000143 ·+0.000139 
. iLane 5 +0.000135 +0.000203 +0.000336 +0.000120 
Lane 6 +0.000111 +0.000182 +0.000358 +0.000106 
Lane 7 +0.000093 +o.oooiss· +0.000351 +0~000100 
* Positive rotation .is clockwise (see Fig. 2)· 
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·. - __ ---'":' : '. ,'' ·-_ .. 
. : ' : . \ . 
• ·-~ ... ~ < •• 
. .. 
. ' ..... ~ :: . 
. - ' . ~ . . . ' 
.• ·:· ,. ·.• ,· .. 
I, . ,• 
. . 
. - . . ~ ' : ·. ~-
.. . .. ·, 
.. '_' i.:,·, --- .,: :-. ' . 
• ', I 
. .. -.: . .. -.. . 
. ~ \. -~-·- ' ' ... : ·.·, __ ... _ ·. ,, r. '. ' . 
•. '. ,. - ''·;4' - ,< .. •• ' ••• • -~ <·' -
.. , .. __ , __ .. 
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·Table 11.f. 
. : . . .. --. 
Girder Rotations at Test Section, With Midspan Diaphragms ·Removed 
(All values in radians)* 
. -· :. ___ ) .. -
'. - . 
- .·. 
' ~ . 
- . \ . 
. ... ;,-





. . - . ·.··. 
-~ - . . .. , .. 










. • : '. • . : •· .• '.. . ; ..;- ~ ?t- ,.._,:·· _: .. · ; :·. . . 
. -·· ' 
~ j • 
... 
-, · GIRDER 
·.· .. - ··:··. -·:::, · ... 
• • • ; }: ••• .\'/. :. ; •.··· \ > <> .. > • 0GIRDER ' · ....... 
. ... ' .. 
. -~. ) '' ·-· -·- · -A .. ' . 
. ... . · ... ·_ ... ~--
.. ... . B .C -.. 
. ~", ·: . ~5 .. 
_--_:A -- - B ·_ 
•, ' ....... , ,• 
. . . . . 
·,. ·~·._ ...... , . ·, . 
~ .... · ~ '• .' I~' • • •"" :. • ~ • • 
. .. 
- . . ~ •. : . ;. - ,, . . 
• • _ _. ,;a . .., ..:0 ·, O' - V" • .. . ..,. . . .· ( ; ... ' ~' ·• ·. . . 
-~-·-~··- .. ~::.,.:·.~·. · .. · . 
" :. . ;'. ~: '.. . 
. . , .. 
• "' • ' ";, I • 
' . 
•• • • 1 
"· . 
... . ···1..,·., -- .... " 
East Wast· 
. :~-· 
,- :·:·:>- . : : • 
.. 
~ - \. . . : 
- - -:-· . 
. ,, . . 
' .•. ' 
- ' 
-0.000043 -0.000318 -0.000269 -0 .000024- · -0.000245 
+0.000134- -0.000060 -0.000301.t- - +0.000148 . +O .000019 
+0.000148 +0.000185 -0.000189 +0.000147 +0.000268 
.. +0.000116 +0.000280 -0.000007 +0.000115 +0.000289 
+0.000093 ·+0.000229 +0.000230 +0.000085 .+0.000233 ~'-
• +0.000069 +0.000171 +0.000303 +0.000067 r +0_.00·0193 . 
+0.00004]. +o_.0001.31 +0.000256 +0.000039 +0.000139 
. . 
.. 
. . ., : 
·*Positive rotation is clockwise (s~e Fig. 2) !/ ; .· -~ '.'" 
\,': . ···- '.: ' -
:,'.. I a 
' . 
- .~... . ·,,: 
' ~·-" . . ~ - ·-· ' . I 
._, I ' 
'4-, ...... ''·· 
. . . \../- , : ..... ~ :. : ·! 
•· ·- i;,,,.. - .• 
,':," -
. / •· ~ . ·, . _,. 
•:·- .,:.._-•: C 
.. .. ~F. 
•• ' • • ; ~- ., -
- • ... -~ ... • 
_ • .; - • • ;, • ., - "·' 
·..... '· ... • • ./ ' .• t • ... ....... ,,.. '• • --· .• 
_.- ·.;·, • • .-'--- .:_.> ",.,, .. : •·: :•..;.'·,'t,i,' • .... \,i:";,-,.;' ... ~-.<_,"~, ... _ • .. ,·,(-" .. ·. ' f • l•: I,~ - • ', •• •, .._ / ~ 
.\. - +_ .,.:.(·%.·-: - • -, '-,• 1-.. • :' ., : - . ~ ·. '. .. . . "/ . ._ , . . -3 . : ~ ~ : ' . . . ,,,_ 
•• 41 '. 
...... -
' ' 
• r···" '•· ,.' C •• • ' 
. ";..' . 
.·:· 
• , • ·1 • ,: ••• -· •• • .:· • -~ •• t :_, ....... - • ,: ••. \ · · . .-,· >·· . 
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Table 15 Girder Rotations at End, With Midspan Diaphr~gms in Place · 
. -, . . ', . 
. . 
. . . . .. ' 
.. . . ' 
..... .:.···-:.. .. ·· .. _· .. 
. . . .. ·. --.·A . 
. -· 
. , . -
- . ~- - . . . ( . 
' ...... 
.. . ·.- -
. . - .. 
• 
. " (All values· in radians)* 
. . ·_ . ' . ~·.:.· . ~. '. - ·;· ... 






·.· -.. C .. 
- ' ' ~ 
. ~. > :., -
-. . . -: . 
. . , . : . ,: . 
. . 
a 
' $ ' -
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,Fig .. 33: Compar~son of Test Results and· Guyon~Massonnet Theory -- . ~' ., Distribution Coefficients, With.· Diaphragms 
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